The mitochondrial import gene *tomm22* is specifically required for hepatocyte survival and provides a liver regeneration model
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**SUMMARY**

Understanding liver development should lead to greater insights into liver diseases and improve therapeutic strategies. In a forward genetic screen for genes regulating liver development in zebrafish, we identified a mutant – *oliver* – that exhibits liver-specific defects. In *oliver* mutants, the liver is specified, bile ducts form and hepatocytes differentiate. However, the hepatocytes die shortly after their differentiation, and thus the resulting mutant liver consists mainly of biliary tissue. We identified a mutation in the gene encoding translocase of the outer mitochondrial membrane 22 (Tomm22) as responsible for this phenotype. Mutations in *tomm* genes have been associated with mitochondrial dysfunction, but most studies on the effect of defective mitochondrial protein translocation have been carried out in cultured cells or unicellular organisms. Therefore, the *tomm22* mutant represents an important vertebrate genetic model to study mitochondrial biology and hepatic mitochondrial diseases. We further found that the temporary knockdown of Tomm22 levels by morpholino antisense oligonucleotides causes a specific hepatocyte degeneration phenotype that is reversible: new hepatocytes repopulate the liver as Tomm22 recovers to wild-type levels. The specificity and reversibility of hepatocyte ablation after temporary knockdown of Tomm22 provides an additional model to study liver regeneration, under conditions where most hepatocytes have died. We used this regeneration model to analyze the signaling commonalities between hepatocyte development and regeneration.

**INTRODUCTION**

The liver is a crucial organ with a central role in metabolic homeostasis: it is responsible for the metabolism, storage and redistribution of nutrients and it also removes waste and xenobiotics by metabolic conversion and biliary excretion (for a review, see Saxena et al., 2003). Reduced liver function carries severe consequences and, if not reversed, can be a primary cause of death. A thorough understanding of liver development should provide a valuable basis for the comprehension of disease onset and progression, and help design successful therapeutic approaches for liver pathologies. Several studies in the mouse, chick, zebrafish (*Danio rerio*), frog (*Xenopus laevis*) and medaka (*Oryzias latipes*) have contributed to our understanding of this process and have made use of reverse and forward genetic approaches, as well as embryological and in vitro studies (for reviews, see Zhao and Duncan, 2005; Zaret and Grompe, 2008; Nakamura and Nishina, 2009). However, much is yet to be uncovered regarding the cellular and molecular mechanisms regulating liver development.

Analyzing organ regeneration can provide important insights into therapeutics for pathological conditions that can benefit from tissue repair. For example, a better understanding of liver regeneration should enable the development of therapeutic strategies to promote endogenous liver regeneration in patients with liver diseases and, in addition, help to increase the number of liver transplantsations using partial livers of living donors. As the main detoxifying organ of the body, the liver is likely to be injured by ingested toxins. This organ has, however, a remarkable ability to regenerate in response to injury caused by toxic exposure, partial hepatectomy (PHx) or virus infection (for reviews, see Fausto et al., 1995; Michalopoulos and DeFrances, 1997). The mechanisms responsible for liver mass recovery seem to be highly dependent on the form of injury. After most forms of injury, including PHx, the regenerative process relies on the replication of the remaining hepatocytes, whereas after acute liver failure, a common clinical presentation of liver disease in humans, the liver repopulation process appears to involve the differentiation of intrahepatic progenitor cells (for a review, see Fausto et al., 2006). Despite intensive research in the last few decades, and although the process of liver regeneration has been described extensively, the molecular mechanisms underlying this phenomenon are still not clearly understood, and the exact origin of the newly formed cells is still debated.

A number of assays have been developed to damage the liver and subsequently study its regeneration. A 70% hepatectomy procedure (PHx resection) is commonly used in rodents to study this process (for a review, see Martins et al., 2008), and has also been applied successfully in zebrafish (Sadler et al., 2007; Goessling et al., 2008). This approach is, however, quite laborious and time consuming, and thus is mostly applicable to a limited number of animals and mainly used to uncover the role of genes that have already been identified.
As an alternative approach, we have developed a genetic/pharmacological protocol to ablate hepatocytes specifically and in an inducible manner (Curado et al., 2007; Curado et al., 2008). This assay relies on the liver-specific expression of the bacterial nitroreductase (NTR) enzyme, which converts the non-toxic metronidazole (Mtz) into a noxious substance, ablating exclusively the cells that express NTR. The design of the NTR-Mtz system makes it suitable to damage a large number of larvae and it is therefore compatible with forward genetic and pharmacological screens. However, the NTR-Mtz system does not seem to be as efficient in ablating hepatocytes compared with other cell types, such as cardiomyocytes or pancreatic β cells (Curado et al., 2007; Pisharath et al., 2007), possibly because Mtz is being metabolized by the hepatocytes themselves, thereby lowering its effective concentration.

Here, we report a surprisingly specific role for the mitochondrial import gene tomm22 in hepatocyte survival. In addition, we use this finding to generate an alternative model of liver regeneration: the transient knockdown of Tomm22 results in hepatocyte ablation followed by recovery. Using this model, we identify a role for Wnt2b and fibroblast growth factor (Fgf) signaling in hepatocyte regeneration.

RESULTS

 Oliveira mutants show a liver-specific phenotype

 Oliveira knockout (oli^{469}) was identified in a forward genetic screen for genes regulating the development of endodermal organs, such as the liver, pancreas and gut (Ober et al., 2006). Screening the progeny of N-ethyl-N-nitrosourea (ENU)-mutagenized Tg(XIEef1a1:GFP)454 zebrafish, which express green fluorescent protein (GFP) throughout the developing endoderm (Field et al., 2003), led to the identification of the recessive mutant oli^{469}, which exhibits a smaller liver compared with wild-type (WT) siblings. We further examined the liver phenotype of oli^{469} mutants using the Tg(–2.8fabp10:EGFP)α3 line (Her et al., 2003), which expresses enhanced GFP (EGFP) specifically in differentiated hepatocytes, combining bright-field and fluorescence imaging. At 6 days post-fertilization (dpf), the mutant larvae (Fig. 1A) exhibit an o-shaped liver (o-liver) of drastically reduced size compared with their WT siblings (Fig. 1A). At the morphological level, only the liver appears to be affected in oli^{469} mutants; oli^{469} mutant larvae survive until 9–11 dpf without showing any other obvious phenotype. At this stage, most mutant larvae have inflated their swim bladder although they are thinner than their WT siblings, probably owing to the lack of a functional liver. To gain further insight into the liver defect, we stained 5-dpf Tg(–2.8fabp10:EGFP)α3; oli^{469} larvae with phalloidin and the nuclear marker TO-PRO. Whereas, at this stage, WT livers consist of multiple hepatocytes that are well organized in a sheet-like structure (Fig. 1B), oli^{469} mutant livers show a very distinct hepatic structure, where only a few hepatocytes can be detected (Fig. 1C). Confocal imaging of 5-dpf mutant larvae expressing red fluorescent protein (RFP) in hepatocytes [Tg(fabp10:RFP)α2] (Farooq et al., 2008), stained with an antibody against cadherin and with TO-PRO, revealed that the cells that were surrounded by only a few hepatocytes (Fig. 1E) expressed high cadherin levels, which, at this stage in WT livers, are only present in the biliary duct cells (Fig. 1D). Moreover, analysis of the hepatic structure in oli^{469} mutants clearly shows that, not only is the overall size and organization of the liver affected in these mutants, but the ratio between bile duct cells and hepatocytes is also altered, with a much higher number of bile duct cells compared with hepatocytes.

To further understand the origin of the oli^{469} mutant liver phenotype, we examined the hepatic structure at earlier stages. At 4 dpf, both WT and oli^{469} mutant livers exhibit a mesh-like intrahepatic biliary duct structure, highlighted by cadherin and 2F11 staining (Fig. 2A,B). Twenty-four hours later, in oli^{469} mutant livers, this biliary duct structure forms a core of cadherin/2F11-positive cells surrounded by a few remaining hepatocytes (Fig. 2D), as opposed to the WT liver structure, where the hepatic biliary ducts and hepatocytes intermix (Fig. 2C).

The oliiver mutant phenotype is caused by hepatocyte apoptosis

Both bile duct cells and hepatocytes derive from hepatoblasts, which in turn originate from the primary liver bud endoderm...
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Fig. 2. The oliver mutant phenotype is caused by hepatocyte apoptosis. (A–D) Confocal images of 4-dpf (A,B) and 5-dpf (C,D) Tg(fabp10:RFP)pl12 WT (A,C) and olis469 mutant (B,D) livers stained for cadherin (blue) and 2F11 (green). At 4 dpf, both WT and olis469 mutant livers exhibit a distinct intrahepatic biliary tree (highlighted by the expression of cadherin and 2F11), intercalated by hepatocytes (red). However, 24 hours later (5 dpf), the biliary tree in olis469 mutants has turned into a dense cellular mass. (E,F) Confocal images of transverse sections of 4-dpf Tg(fabp10:RFP)pl12 WT (E) and olis469 mutant (F) livers stained for cadherin (blue) and TUNEL (green); the livers are outlined by dashed lines. At 4 dpf, a large number of hepatocytes (red) undergo apoptosis in olis469 mutant livers (F), whereas no TUNEL staining can be detected in the livers of their WT siblings (E). (G,H) Confocal images of 4-dpf Tg(fabp10:RFP)pl12 WT (G) and olis469 mutant (H) livers stained with the macrophage antibody WCL15 (green). As hepatocytes (red) undergo apoptosis in olis469 mutant livers, multiple macrophages (green) can be detected engulfing them (H), whereas in their WT siblings, macrophages can only very occasionally be detected in the periphery of the liver (G). Bars, 20 μm.

(Zhao and Duncan, 2005). There are at least two possible explanations for the development of the abnormal bile duct cell:hepatocyte ratio that is observed in olis469 mutants: hepatocyte-specific apoptosis or a bias of hepatoblast differentiation towards the bile duct lineage. To test these hypotheses, we examined the extent of apoptosis using TUNEL (TdT-mediated dUTP nick-end labeling). Whereas no TUNEL staining was detected in WT livers (Fig. 2E), we observed many TUNEL-positive hepatocytes [marked by Tg(fabp10:RFP) expression] in olis469 mutants (Fig. 2F). Confocal imaging of 4-dpf TUNEL-stained sections clearly shows that, in tissues other than the liver (such as the gut), the low number of apoptotic cells detected in olis469 mutants is similar to that observed in WT siblings (supplementary material Fig. S1A,B). In addition, using the monoclonal antibody WCL15 (Romano et al., 1998; van der Sar et al., 2004), we detected several macrophages engulfing dying hepatocytes in olis469 mutants (Fig. 2H), whereas in WT livers macrophages can only very occasionally be observed in the periphery of the liver (Fig. 2G). In addition, to assess hepatocyte differentiation, we examined the distribution of the bile salt export pump Abcb11 (Gerloff et al., 1998; Sakaguchi et al., 2008) at 4 dpf, and observed clear labeling of mutant hepatocytes with this marker (data not shown). Altogether, these results indicate that the mutant hepatocytes are specified, differentiate and then undergo apoptosis. Although, at 4 dpf, olis469 mutant livers exhibit a WT-like cellular organization with sheets of hepatocytes separated by biliary ducts, owing to hepatocyte apoptosis, their size is already much reduced compared with WT siblings.

tomm22 is essential for hepatocyte survival

To isolate the gene disrupted by the olis469 mutation we used a standard set of simple sequence length polymorphism (SSLP) markers and placed the olis469 locus on linkage group 12. Further mapping positioned this mutation within a 140-kb genomic interval containing eight genes (supplementary material Fig. S2A). Comparative cDNA sequence analysis revealed a nucleotide change from thymine in WT fish, to cytosine in olis469 mutants, in the translocase of the outer mitochondrial membrane 22 (tomm22) gene (supplementary material Fig. S2B). This nucleotide change results in the substitution of a stop codon with an arginine residue, leading to a predicted mutant protein that is 47 amino acids longer than the WT protein (supplementary material Fig. S2C).

Tomm22 is part of the multiprotein translocation complex of the outer mitochondrial membrane (OMM) that regulates protein traffic from the cytoplasm into mitochondria. Mitochondrial import is crucial, as the majority of mitochondrial proteins are encoded by nuclear DNA and thus need to be imported after cytosolic translation. Tomm22 acts as a central receptor and a trans binding site for this translocation, as well as a docking point for other peripheral Tomm components of the mitochondrial import pore (for a review, see Koehler, 2004). To date, only one zebrafish tomm22 gene has been identified.

Interference with tomm22 translation (or knockdown of the Tomm22 protein), using 4 ng of an ATG-targeting morpholino antisense oligonucleotide (MO), accurately reproduced the olis469 phenotype (Fig. 3A–C). Confocal analysis of these morphants showed that their livers consisted of a mass of cadherin/2F11-positive cells surrounded by a few hepatocytes (Fig. 3E), as detected in olis469 mutants (Fig. 3D). These results confirm that the liver phenotype observed in olis469 mutants is caused by the disruption of the tomm22 gene.

The tight genetic linkage, presence of a significant molecular lesion in the tomm22 olis469 coding sequence, and the tomm22 MO phenocopy indicate that a disruption in the tomm22 gene is the
cause of the oli^s469 mutant phenotype and, therefore, that tomm22 plays a crucial role in hepatocyte survival.

Like the liver, the heart has a high demand for mitochondrial function. However, tomm22^s469 mutant hearts show no obvious morphological defects or function impairment (data not shown).

**Tomm22^s469 mutant protein is correctly inserted into the yeast OMM**

Like the majority of the mitochondrial proteins, Tomm22 is encoded by a nuclear gene. Tomm22 is initially translated in the cytosol, then imported into the mitochondria, and integrated in the OMM (Becker et al., 2009). To investigate whether the phenotype observed in tomm22^s469 mutants was the result of inappropriate targeting of the Tomm22^s469 mutant protein, we used a yeast in vitro import system (Hwang et al., 2007). Radiolabeled WT or Tomm22^s469 mutant protein was imported into WT yeast mitochondria and the import reaction was split and carbonate-extracted at various pHs (supplementary material Fig. S3A). Carbonate removes proteins from the mitochondrial membranes (pellet fraction) with increasing pH, whereas soluble proteins and unimported proteins remain in the supernatant fraction. We found that, similar to the WT protein, the imported Tomm22^s469 mutant protein remained associated with the membrane fraction even at the high pH of 12.5. In addition, a control of carbonate extraction in the absence of mitochondria showed that this pellet association was not simply the result of protein aggregation (data not shown). To further test that Tomm22^s469 was indeed in the OMM, we performed import assays and then added trypsin to degrade the exposed proteins (supplementary material Fig. S3B). Tomm22^s469, like WT Tomm22 and the yeast ortholog Tom22, was degraded in these experiments, indicating that it localizes to the OMM. Taken together, these results indicate that Tomm22^s469 is correctly imported and localized to the yeast OMM, like the WT form. Thus, the lack of Tomm22^s469 function in oli^s469 mutants is likely to be the result of an effect other than inappropriate targeting.

**tomm22 is expressed highly in the endoderm**

We next investigated tomm22 expression in WT larvae using a tomm22-specific probe, as well as a control sense probe. Throughout 3-5 dpf, tomm22 appears to be highly expressed in the endoderm-derived organs – the liver, gut and, although not as strongly, the pancreas – as compared with other tissues (supplementary material Fig. S4A-D). This staining pattern was clearly absent when using the sense control probe (supplementary material Fig. S4E-G). tomm22 expression was also detected in the head, although weaker nonspecific staining in the head could also be detected in the sense control. This enriched expression in endodermal organs during embryogenesis is in contrast to the low level of ubiquitous expression that is seen in mature mammals (Unigene; www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/unigene).

**Tomm22 transient knockdown provides an additional model to study liver regeneration**

Injection of the tomm22 MO results in the specific apoptosis of hepatocytes, and can therefore be used as a tool to ablate hepatocytes. Contrary to the permanent absence of Tomm22 in tomm22^s469 mutant larvae, the knockdown of Tomm22 levels using a tomm22 MO is transient, as this reagent is gradually depleted. Thus, whereas the liver phenotype in tomm22^s469 mutants is irreversible, once Tomm22 levels are re-established in tomm22 morphants, the degenerated liver recovers its size and structure. tomm22 morphants, which show a smaller liver with a reduced number of hepatocytes at 5 dpf, show a recovering hepatic mass at 6 dpf and, by 8 dpf, start resembling uninjected controls (Fig. 4A). The ability to ablate hepatocytes specifically using a tomm22 MO, together with the reversibility of its effect, make the tomm22 MO-based assay a useful model to study liver regeneration when hepatoctye replication is absent or impaired.

Although it is known that mature hepatocytes are the main source of regenerating cells following liver damage such as PHx (for a review, see Fausto et al., 2006), in conditions where there is low or no mature hepatocyte replication, the source of new hepatic cells is still highly debated. Following tomm22 MO-induced ablation, we followed cellular proliferation at 3, 4 and 5 dpf and observed a higher number of proliferating [phospho-histone H3
(PH3)-positive] cells in recovering tomm22 morphants compared with WT livers, and found that the proliferating cells were also Alcam positive (Fig. 4B). This result suggests that, in conditions where mature hepatocyte replication is absent or impaired, cells expressing Alcam, which at this stage in WT livers corresponds to biliary epithelial cells (Sakaguchi et al., 2008), may be responsible for replenishing the liver with new hepatocytes.

The Wnt2b signaling pathway positively regulates hepatocyte regeneration

The Wnt–β-catenin signaling pathway has been implicated in the regeneration process of a number of tissues, including the liver (Monga et al., 2001; Sodhi et al., 2005; Tan et al., 2006; Goessling et al., 2008). However, these studies have been carried out after PHx. To investigate whether the Wnt–β-catenin signaling pathway is also involved in the regeneration process after severe hepatocyte ablation, we used the tomm22 MO-based regeneration assay in the wnt2bbbs403 mutant background (Ober et al., 2006).

tomm22 MO-injected larvae (WT, wnt2bb+/- and wnt2bb-/-), exhibiting a small liver at 4 dpf, were analyzed at 6 dpf for liver repopulation. At this stage, under control conditions, the liver mass of tomm22 morphants has recovered significantly (Fig. 4A). Hepatic recovery was classified into three categories: ‘full’ recovery (comparable to recovery in the WT background), ‘moderate’ recovery (new hepatocytes formed but to a lesser extent than in ‘full’ recovery) and ‘no’ recovery (the liver size remained the same).
as at 4 dpf). To investigate the correlation between liver recovery and wnt2bb function, larvae were sorted at 6 dpf into one of the three categories and then genotyped for the wnt2bb469 mutation. We observed that, in the absence of wnt2bb function, ‘full’ recovery was rarely observed (67.1% in non-mutants, 1.9% in wnt2bb/−/− mutants), and conversely, ‘no’ recovery increased (5.2% in non-mutants, 59.5% in wnt2bb/−/− mutants) (Fig. 4C).

wnt2bb mutant larvae exhibit early liver development defects, however, liver size becomes comparable to WT by 4 dpf (the time point when tomm22 MO-injected larvae were selected, based on their liver size, to follow hepatic regeneration). Nevertheless, to further test the involvement of the Wnt–β-catenin signaling pathway in this hepatocyte recovery model, we exposed tomm22 morphants to the Wnt–β-catenin inhibitor IWR-1 (Chen et al., 2009), starting at 4 dpf. Inhibition of the Wnt–β-catenin signaling pathway using IWR-1 also resulted in the inhibition of hepatic regeneration. In the presence of 5 μM of IWR-1, the ‘full’ recovery rate decreased (27.5% in controls, 7% in 5 μM IWR-1-treated larvae), whereas the ‘no’ recovery rate increased (45% in controls, 27.5% in IWR-1-treated larvae) (Fig. 4D). These results indicate a role for the Wnt–β-catenin signaling pathway in hepatic regeneration post-tomm22 MO-induced hepatocyte ablation and are consistent with the recovery results observed in the absence of wnt2bb function. To further investigate the role of Wnt–β-catenin signaling during liver regeneration, we examined tomm22 morphants at 4 and 5 dpf, and observed an upregulation of wnt2bb expression in their hepatic region compared with controls (Fig. 4EF). Thus, wnt2bb expression appears to be induced following hepatic apoptosis in tomm22 morphants. Similar to the results obtained using the Wnt–β-catenin inhibitor IWR-1, we observed a consistent inhibitory effect on hepatic regeneration when recovering larvae were exposed to the Fgf receptor (Fgfr) inhibitor SU5402 (supplementary material Fig. S5). However, when using the bone morphogenetic protein (Bmp) signaling pathway inhibitor dorsomorphin (Yu et al., 2008), we did not observe an obvious effect on hepatic regeneration (data not shown).

**DISCUSSION**

Our study revealed an unexpectedly specific requirement for Tomm22 in hepatocyte survival. In tomm22 mutants, the liver is initially specified, bile ducts form and hepatocytes differentiate, but hepatocytes die shortly thereafter, leading to a small liver consisting mainly of biliary tissue.

Mitochondria provide eukaryotic cells with energy and play other crucial roles in cell signaling, the metabolism of amino acids and lipids, the biosynthesis of heme and iron-sulfur clusters, and apoptosis. In humans, only 13 mitochondrial proteins are encoded by the mitochondrial genome, the remaining roughly 99% are encoded by nuclear genes and, thus after their synthesis on cytosolic ribosomes, need to be imported into the four different mitochondrial compartments (outer membrane, inner membrane, intermembrane space and matrix) (Bolender et al., 2008). Most mitochondrial proteins are translocated across the OMM using the TOM (translocase of the outer membrane) complex, which is the entry gate of the mitochondria (Endo et al., 2003; Koehler, 2004; Rehling et al., 2004; Neupert and Herrmann, 2007). Multiple studies on mitochondrial import, carried out mainly in yeast or in vitro, have shown that the TOM complex includes the general import pore (GIP) and is formed by a complex of proteins: Tomm22, Tomm20, Tomm70, Tomm40, Tomm5, Tomm6 and Tomm7. Tomm22 is a well-conserved translocase that, in yeast, has been shown to function as an essential receptor for the proteins that are recognized initially by Tomm20 and Tomm70. Tomm22 then transfers these proteins to the import pore and, as they pass through the Tomm40 channel, they interact with the Tomm22 intermembrane space domain. In addition, Tomm22 is essential for stabilizing the integrity of the import pore (for a review, see Pfanner and Wiedemann, 2002). Limited loss-of-function studies of translocases carried out in multicellular organisms have revealed defects in multiple tissues. In zebrafish, timm50 morphants exhibit multiple developmental defects including dysmorphic hearts, neurodegeneration, reduced motility and, eventually, lethality at 4 dpf (Guo et al., 2004); knockdown of three different translocases of the inner mitochondrial membrane (Timm) in Caenorhabditis elegans was shown to result in several developmental defects, affecting mostly cell size, and partial lethality (Curran et al., 2004); and Timm23 knockout mice show a neurological phenotype and reduced life span (Ahting et al., 2009). Our finding that the absence of Tomm22, a protein thought to be a major player in the general import process common to all mitochondria, results in the specific apoptosis of hepatocytes is unexpected and intriguing.

There can be several explanations for the tissue-specific phenotype in tomm22469 mutants. We observed that this gene is expressed highly in the developing endodermal organs – the liver, gut and, although at a lower level, the pancreas – and thus there may be a higher requirement for Tomm22 in these organs. Although no obvious phenotype was detected in the gut of tomm22 mutants or morphants, some of these embryos showed a slightly smaller pancreas and/or lower Tg(XIIEf1a:GFP)654 pancreatic expression. Previous work has reported that, across 14 different adult mouse tissues, the heart has the highest mitochondrial density, whereas the liver showed a third of that density and less than many other organs including the large and small intestine, kidney, skeletal muscle and neural tissues (Pagliarini et al., 2008). These findings point to a qualitative, rather than quantitative, difference in mitochondrial tissue requirement as the cause of the tissue-specific phenotype in tomm22469 mutants.

Indeed, mitochondria perform a variety of different functions whose relevance depends on the specific tissue, or even on their specific location within the cell (Kuznetsov et al., 2004). Pagliarini et al. (Pagliarini et al., 2008) also assessed the relative abundance of each mitochondrial protein across 14 different murine tissues and revealed that approximately only a third of the 1098 mitochondrial proteins are present across all the sampled tissues, whereas most of the mitochondrial proteins show some tissue specificity. The finding that liver mitochondria contain mitochondrial proteins that are different from the ones present in other tissues can help explain the specificity of the phenotype observed in tomm22 mutants. Thus, we hypothesize that Tomm22 is essential for the import of a specific protein or set of proteins required for a particular mitochondrial function that is necessary for hepatocyte survival. Of course, we cannot exclude the possibility of functional redundancy in non-hepatic tissues by (1) an alternative bypass mechanism that is independent of the TOM complex [such as the one shown for cytochrome P450 import in yeast...
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(Anandatheerthavarada et al., 2009)], or (2) the existence of a second tomm22 gene in the zebrafish genome, or of another gene that functions like tomm22.

The specific hepatocyte apoptosis observed in tomm22\textsuperscript{469} mutants and tomm22 MO-injected larvae; the regeneration of hepatocytes once the Tomm22 levels are re-established; and the high expression levels of tomm22 detected in the endodermal tissues, such as the liver, point to a specific role for tomm22. Most studies on mitochondrial protein import in multicellular organisms have been carried out in vitro or ex vivo, and only a few have addressed the effect of the loss of function of a mitochondrial import protein in vivo. To our knowledge, the finding that the absence of vertebrate Tomm22 function appears to affect mainly the maturing hepatocytes has not been described before.

**Tomm22 liver regeneration model introduces another application for morpholino-based assays**

In this study, we showed that the temporary knockdown of Tomm22 levels through the use of tomm22 MO resulted in the specific ablation of hepatocytes followed by hepatic tissue recovery. MOs have been mostly used in developmental studies, as a tool for reverse genetics to uncover the role of a specific target protein in different animal models, but also in therapeutics, targeting bacteria or viruses (Nasevicius and Ekker, 2000; Heasman, 2002; Geller, 2005; Deas et al., 2007). Our tomm22 MO-based assay provides a model to study liver regeneration, highlighting an additional application for the MO technology. The use of MO-based assays, such as the one described here, can be quite powerful when applied to larger-scale regeneration studies, where larger numbers of samples can be tested. This approach may allow the screening of a large number of pharmacological substances for their potential to enhance or impair regeneration or, in forward genetic screens, for the identification of genes that modify this process. Moreover, MO-based regeneration assays may prove to be especially useful for later developmental stages when using the emerging caged MO technology. In the latter approach, the MO is photoactivatable, which allows spatiotemporal protein downregulation (Shestopalov et al., 2007). Alternatively, a conditional transgenic rescue of the tomm22 mutation may also allow late-onset hepatocyte apoptosis followed by regeneration.

**Wnt2b signaling is involved in liver regeneration**

Several studies have suggested that Wnt-β-catenin signaling is involved in the regeneration of different tissues, such as the newt lens (Hayashi et al., 2008), bone (Zhong et al., 2006), muscle (Polesskaya et al., 2003) and zebrafish tail fin (Stoick-Cooper et al., 2007). The Wnt-β-catenin pathway has also been shown to be activated during liver regeneration after PHx in rodents (Monga et al., 2001) and zebrafish (Goessling et al., 2008), and downregulation of β-catenin has been shown to partially inhibit this process in the rat and mouse (Sodhi et al., 2005; Tan et al., 2006). In contrast to PHx, the hepatic recovery assay that we developed and used in this study is likely to be progenitor cell dependent as, after hepatocyte ablation, only very few hepatocytes remain. Our proliferation assays suggest that, in the tomm22 MO hepatocyte ablation model, the newly formed hepatocytes do not derive from other hepatocytes but rather from biliary duct cells or other Alcam-positive cells. Lineage experiments with appropriate Cre-expressing lines will be required to test this hypothesis rigorously. In previous work, Wnt2b signaling has been shown to positively regulate liver development (Ober et al., 2006; McLin et al., 2007; Tan et al., 2008). Liver specification is initially impaired in zebrafish wnt2bb mutants, although the liver eventually forms in most of these animals (Ober et al., 2006). Using our assay, we observed that Wnt2b signaling plays a role in the regeneration of the ablated hepatic tissue, suggesting that it may also play a role in a progenitor-dependent liver regeneration process. The decrease in liver regeneration rate in the presence of a Wnt-β-catenin pathway inhibitor (IWR-1), as well as the upregulation of wnt2bb in the liver region in post-ablation recovering larvae, provides additional support for the involvement of this pathway in the hepatic regeneration process following tomm22 MO-mediated hepatocyte ablation.

**Development and regeneration**

Several aspects of tissue development are thought to be recapitulated during the process of regeneration, as both processes involve common mechanisms such as proliferation, differentiation, patterning and growth control. However, the extent of the similarity between the two processes remains unclear. Whereas some studies suggest parallels between the two processes, as shown by the similarity of the antigenic and biochemical profiles of pluripotent progenitors in the liver during development and regeneration (Zhang et al., 2008), a recent study reported that progenitor cells involved in muscle development (embryonic muscle progenitors) and during regeneration (adult satellite cells) show significant differences in their genetic requirements (Lepper et al., 2009).

The role of Wnt2b and Fgf signaling in the tomm22 MO regeneration model supports a certain level of similarity between the pathways regulating liver development and regeneration. These findings are in agreement with a promoting role for Wnt2b and Fgf signaling in liver specification (Jung et al., 1999; Rossi et al., 2001; Ober et al., 2006; Shin et al., 2007), as well as in hepatocyte proliferation-based recovery post-PHx (Monga et al., 2001; Steiling et al., 2003; Sturm et al., 2004; Goessling et al., 2008; Kan et al., 2009). Although the Bmp pathway has also been shown to be involved in liver development (Rossi et al., 2001), as well as in regeneration post-PHx (Steiling et al., 2003; Sturm et al., 2004; Sugimoto et al., 2007; Kan et al., 2009) or following tetrachloride-induced injury (Nakatsuka et al., 2007), we observed no clear role for Bmp signaling based on dorsomorphin treatments. In the future, it will be important to dissect the specific roles of these signaling pathways in various models of liver regeneration. The tomm22 MO assay will be a powerful tool in such studies, as it is easily scalable.

**METHODS**

**Zebrafish strains**

Zebrafish embryos, larvae and adult fish were raised under standard laboratory conditions at 28°C (Westerfield, 2000). We used the following mutant and transgenic lines: wnt2bb\textsuperscript{401} (Ober et al., 2006), Tg(fabp10:RFP, ela3:EGFP)\textsuperscript{ ecosystem} (Farooq et al., 2008) [for simplicity, this line is referred to as Tg(fabp10:RFP)\textsuperscript{ ecosystem} in this manuscript], Tg(−2.8fabp10:EGFP)\textsuperscript{ ecosystem} (Her et al., 2003) and Tg(XIeef1a1:GFP)\textsuperscript{ ecosystem} (Field et al., 2003).
Sectioning, immunohistochemistry and microscopy

Larvae were fixed overnight at 4°C with 3% formaldehyde and then immunostained in whole mounts or following sectioning. For sectioning, larvae were embedded in low-melting agarose and cut into 200-µm sections with a vibratome. Antibody staining was carried out in PBST (0.1% Triton X-100, 4% BSA, 0.02% Na3 in PBS, pH 7.3). We used the following antibodies: polyclonal antibody against cadherin (rabbit, 1:1000; Sigma); 2F11 monoclonal antibody (mouse, 1:400; a generous gift from Julian Lewis, Cancer Research, UK). 2F11 is used as a marker of the intrahepatic biliary duct in the zebrafish liver and for secretory cells in the zebrafish gut (Crosnier et al., 2005); WCL15 monoclonal antibody (mouse, 1:100; a generous gift from Jan Rombout, University of Tuscia, Italy); Zn8 monoclonal antibody against Alcam (mouse, 1:10; Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank, University of Iowa); anti-phospho-histone H3 (PH3) antibody (rabbit, 1:100; Upstate); and fluorescently conjugated secondary antibodies from Molecular Probes (1:200). For F-actin or nuclear staining, whole larvae and sections were stained with rhodamine phalloidin (1:100, Molecular Probes) or TO-PRO 3 (1:5000, Molecular Probes), respectively. Images were acquired with a Zeiss 510 confocal or Zeiss Lumar microscope and prepared for publication using Adobe Photoshop and Illustrator.

TUNEL cell death assay

The TUNEL cell death assay was performed using an In Situ Cell Death Detection Kit, Fluorescein (Roche; cat. no. 11 684 795 001). After fixation of zebrafish larvae in 3% formaldehyde and sectioning, transverse sections of the liver were pre-incubated in PBST and then labeled with the TUNEL kit for 1 hour at 37°C. Sections were washed with PBT (0.1% Triton X-100 in PBS, pH 7.3) and visualized by confocal imaging. For co-immunostaining with cadherin, sections were first incubated with primary antibodies, then with TUNEL solutions, and finally with secondary antibodies.

Mapping and genotyping of the tomm22s469 allele

The mutation in olia469 was mapped to linkage group 12 using a set of SSLP markers. For fine mapping, 1363 mutant larvae were tested for SSLPs in the critical region, followed by isolation of cDNA from olia469 larvae and siblings, and sequence analysis of candidate genes within the critical interval, including tomm22.

Detection of the tomm22s469 allele was performed by PCR amplification of genomic DNA using the forward 5'-CAGAG-GAGAGATAATCAAACAGGT-3' and reverse 5'-TGGACGT-CAGTCTATGCAGAA-3' primers, followed by digestion with Fnu4HI, generating digestion products of 305, 73, 17 and 120 bp in the tomm22s469 allele, and products of 378, 17 and 120 bp in the WT.

Morpholino antisense oligonucleotide design and injection

The tomm22 morpholino oligonucleotide (tomm22 MO) was targeted against the translational site of tomm22 with the following sequence: 5’-GAGAAAGCTCCTGATCGTAGGCAT-3’ (Open Biosystems). Embryos were injected with 4 ng of tomm22 MO at the one-cell stage.

TRANSLATIONAL IMPACT

Clinical issue

Liver disease results from intrinsic causes, such as mitochondrial defects or cancer, or from exposure to external agents such as chemicals, toxins or viruses. Although a damaged liver can regenerate, acute liver damage and failure is normally treated by organ transplantation, which is hampered by a severe shortage of suitable donors and, even when successful, reduces patient life span significantly. To help improve transplant procedures, and ultimately to provide a source of healthy hepatic tissue, the process by which the liver regenerates, and how this process can be enhanced, needs to be better understood.

Results

This paper describes a zebrafish model for liver regeneration. The authors used a forward genetic screen in which they chemically mutagenized zebrafish adult males and then looked for liver defects in their F3 progeny – this screen led to the identification of a mutant they called oliver. oliver mutants have an o-shaped liver (o-liver) of much reduced size owing to the depletion of most of the hepatocytes. oliver maps to the tomm22 gene, which encodes a translocace of the outer mitochondrial membrane, thought to play an important role in protein import into mitochondria. Morpholino injections, in which modified oligonucleotides (morpholinos) directed against tomm22 mRNA inhibited tomm22 translation, showed that knockdown of Tomm22 protein resulted in the same phenotype as that found in oliver mutants, thus confirming that tomm22 is required for hepatoocyte survival. Importantly, as protein knockdown by morpholino only lasts until the morpholino is used up, the authors could show that when Tomm22 levels recovered, the liver mass also recovered, suggesting that liver damage caused by mitochondrial dysfunction can be reversible. Loss of the Wnt2b signaling pathway, which is required for liver development, inhibited the regeneration process in tomm22 morpholino-injected embryos, indicating some overlap in the control mechanisms between normal development and regeneration.

Implications and future directions

The ease of producing and screening large numbers of zebrafish makes the tomm22 liver regeneration assay suitable for large-scale chemical and genetic screens for molecules or genes modulating hepatocyte regeneration in the absence of most hepatocytes. tomm22 mutant fish will also be useful for identifying the lineage from which regenerating hepatocytes originate, and provide a whole-organism model for studying hepatic mitochondrial diseases.

Purification of yeast mitochondria and in vitro import assays

WT GA74 yeast mitochondria were isolated from cultures grown at 30°C, to an OD600 of 2, in rich lactate medium (1% yeast extract, 2% tryptone, 0.05% dextrose, 2% lactic acid, 3.4 mM CaCl2, 8.5 mM NaCl, 2.95 mM MgCl2, 7.35 mM KH2PO4, 18.7 mM NH4Cl). Mitochondria were isolated as described previously (Daum et al., 1982). WT or mutant Tomm22 in pCS2 (SP6), or Tomm22 in pcGlobin2 (T7), were translated using a TnT kit (Promega) in the presence of 35S-methionine. Radiolabeled precursors were incubated at 30°C with isolated mitochondria in import buffer (1 mg/ml BSA, 0.6 M sorbitol, 150 mM KCl, 10 mM MgCl2, 2.5 mM EDTA, 2 mM ATP, 2 mM NADH, 20 mM Hepes-KOH, pH 7.4) for 30 minutes. Outer membrane proteins were digested with 1 µg/ml trypsin for 30 minutes on ice. Trypsin was inhibited with 10 µg/ml of soybean trypsin inhibitor. Mitochondria were pelleted at 14,000 × g for 5 minutes at 4°C, and resuspended in SDS-PAGE sample buffer. For carbonate extraction, a single import reaction was divided into four tubes. Mitochondria were collected by spinning at 8000 × g for 5 minutes at 4°C and then resuspended.


